ABSTRACT: Lithium-rich NMC (LR-NMC) compounds exhibit high capacities beyond the traditional redox, but it remains unclear whether the anomalous charge compensation mechanism is due to oxidized lattice oxygen or migration-assisted Mn oxidation. We compare LR-NMC with a model Mn⁷⁺ system (KMnO₄) using a combination of resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) irradiation studies and operando X-ray absorption spectroscopy/X-ray diffraction (XAS/XRD) to quantify transition metal (TM) migration, Mn oxidization, and beam-induced effects. We reveal how for KMnO₄ it is possible to observe beam-induced Mn reduction resulting in trapped molecular oxygen. For LR-NMC, we observe negligible evidence for Mn oxidation while stabilized tetrahedral sites correlate more with a reduced TM environment. Finally, the additional spectroscopic structures observed in oxidized oxygen RIXS for LR-NMC are absent for gas-phase molecular oxygen.

High energy densities of lithium-ion batteries have enabled several highly utilized commercial applications. Extensive efforts are being made to increase energy density of cathode materials by moving away from typical LiMO₂ (M = Ni, Co, Mn, Al) systems toward lithium-rich, xLi₂MnO₃(1 – x)LiMO₂ (M=Mn, Ni, Co). Initially considered to be anionic redox active because of the Li₂MnO₃ component, these Li-rich materials are plagued with severe voltage hysteresis and fade issues on the first and subsequent cycles. The cause of this voltage fade in lithium-rich systems has been shown experimentally, and from first-principles thermodynamics, to be largely attributed to transition metal (TM) migration, and more recently Li migration, from the TM layer into empty Li sites. However, the underlying charge compensation mechanism behind their anomalous capacity remains hotly debated, which can be categorized into oxidized oxygen, exotic Mn oxidation, gas evolution, or some combination of the above. In this Letter, we use the term lattice oxygen redox to refer to O-holes, molecular oxygen to refer to trapped O₂ formation, oxygen loss to refer to O₂ leaving the lattice, and transition metal migration to refer to out-of-plane migration from the transition metal layer to the lithium layer.

For Li-rich systems, several oxygen sensitive probes (Raman, hard X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HAXPES), and resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS)) have been employed to detect signatures of oxidized oxygen (either in the form of a peroxo-like O–O dimer or O⁶⁻ anion). Of these, RIXS is considered the most reliable for tracking bulk oxygen participation with anomalous capacity. A recent O K-edge RIXS study by House et al. has suggested trapped molecular oxygen redox as a candidate. Radin et al. proposed Mn oxidation from 4+ to 7+, facilitated by octahedral to tetrahedral migration, as an explanation for the anomalous charge compensation in Li₂MnO₃, and by extension Li-rich compounds containing Li₂MnO₃ as a nanocomposite. Such a highly oxidized environment could decompose, resulting in Mn reduction and the subsequent formation of molecular oxygen. Recent differential electrochemical mass spectrometry (DEMS) quantitative studies have shown that the charge compensation behind Li₃MnO₃ is largely due to oxygen loss from the cathode surface, while at the same time it lacked an oxidized oxygen feature in the corresponding RIXS measurements. In contrast to Li₃MnO₃, LR-NMC exhibits significantly less...
oxygen loss and only at high potentials, which suggests a different charge compensation mechanism is occurring. Although there is no experimental report of Mn oxidation in Li$_2$MnO$_3$, a migratory Mn$^{7+}$ could potentially be stabilized in LR-NMC or serve as a reaction intermediate for the formation of trapped molecular oxygen. While not limited to Mn$^{4+/7+}$ redox mechanism, transition metal migration has been proposed by Gent et al. and Bruce et al. as necessary for facilitating oxidized oxygen in Li-rich systems. It remains unclear whether transition metal migration is responsible for oxidized oxygen RIXS features by either facilitating oxidized oxygen or indirectly through decomposition (i.e., formation of trapped molecular oxygen).

In this study, we quantify the extent of transition metal migration, Mn oxidation, and beam-induced degradation in LR-NMC to determine whether transition metal migration is facilitating O K-edge RIXS features. By using a model Mn$^{7+}$ compound (KMnO$_4$), we observe an irreversible X-ray-induced degradation pathway from tetrahedral Mn$^{7+}$ to trapped molecular oxygen in high energy transfer rate soft X-ray studies. For LR-NMC, we employed higher-energy X-ray techniques with lower-energy transfer rate (operando XANES and XRD) to circumvent beam-induced effects and determine upper limits of oxidation above Mn$^{4+}$ and the extent of transition metal migration to tetrahedral/octahedral sites to the Li layer. No evidence of significant Mn oxidation was observed in our operando Mn K-edge XANES. The transition metal migration in LR-NMC comparable to that of classical layered oxide NMC 442 from our XRD measurements suggests other mechanisms beyond Mn oxidation can give rise to migration into the tetrahedral sites. As a result, our data rules against beam-induced Mn$^{7+}$ to trapped molecular oxygen for LR-NMC. Furthermore, the RIXS response to X-ray beam exposure for LR-NMC is different from that observed in KMnO$_4$ while also displaying additional features that are absent for molecular oxygen. We conclude that the intrinsic O K-edge RIXS features of LR-NMC are not associated with molecular oxygen species originating from beam-induced reduction of Mn$^{7+}$.

High-quality Li-rich NMC (Li$_{\text{Li}_{0.144}\text{Ni}_{0.136}\text{Mn}_{0.544}\text{Co}_{0.136}}$O$_2$) was synthesized by the coprecipitation method. A detailed synthesis procedure can be found in a previous publication. Commercial NMC 442 (LiNi$_{0.40}$Mn$_{0.40}$Co$_{0.20}$O$_2$) and NMC 811 (LiNi$_{0.80}$Mn$_{0.10}$Co$_{0.10}$O$_2$) were obtained from Toda America and Ecopro Co., Ltd., respectively. Commercial KMnO$_4$ was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Details regarding principal component analysis (PCA) of KMnO$_4$ RIXS, materials preparation, experimental methods, as well as structural models used for XRD analysis in this study can be found in Supporting Information.

As shown in Figure 1a, representative electrochemistry of an LR-NMC system displays two voltage regimes in the first charge. The initial capacity contributions have been established to be associated with traditional transition metal oxidation (TM$^{2+/3+} \rightarrow$ TM$^{4+}$), but the charge compensation in the high-voltage regime (indicated by dashed vertical lines) is the main focus of this work. Oxygen K-edge RIXS has been prominently used to study this high-voltage regime because of the emergence of a loss feature emerging in a variety of delithiated Li-rich systems. Figure 1b shows representative O K-edge RIXS maps of LR-NMC before and after the high-voltage plateau displaying the emergence of a loss feature at an excitation energy of $\sim$531 eV and corresponding emission energy of $\sim$523.5 eV. While the electronic origin of this RIXS loss feature has been attributed to oxidized lattice oxygen, the true structural origin of this feature has been debated as being between localized electron holes on oxygen, peroxides, and trapped molecular oxygen.
In addition to the Li-rich systems, RIXS features have been observed in classical Li layered oxides irrespective of Mn content,\textsuperscript{33–36} as well as for Na systems.\textsuperscript{19} Aside from battery cathode materials, this oxidized oxygen feature also appears in a series of spectroscopic studies of noncathode systems, including molecular oxygen\textsuperscript{27,32,39} and peroxides.\textsuperscript{27,32,39}

To shed light on this issue, we take a closer look at the RIXS feature in the form of difference spectra for charged LR-NMC electrodes at excitation energy of 531 eV (Figure 1c). The RIXS emission feature at \( \sim 523.5 \) eV is present in LR-NMC when charged to 4.6 V (midway high-voltage plateau) and continues to grow when charged to 4.75 V (end of high-voltage plateau). Difference spectra show evidence of a second emission feature of lower intensity and higher energy (\( \sim 526.5 \) eV). While molecular oxygen has a similar \( \sim 523.5 \) eV feature\textsuperscript{27,32,39} and peroxides,\textsuperscript{27,32,39} it lacks this second feature that is found in LR-NMC as previously noted by Lebows-Higgins \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{17} The two features in the difference spectra more closely resemble the allowed interband transitions predicted for \( \text{Li}_2\text{O}_2 \) using first-principles calculations.\textsuperscript{39} The intensity ratio between the two RIXS features remains fixed between different charged states, suggesting a single species of oxidized states. The origin of this second feature needs to be accounted for to fully identify the structural nature of the oxidized oxygen environment given its absence in molecular \( \text{O}_2 \). While the oxidized oxygen features are electronically similar to a peroxide, there is limited corresponding structural evidence of a short \( \sim 1.5 \) Å \( \text{O}^\cdash\text{O} \) bond.\textsuperscript{50}

It has been recently reported that a Mn\textsuperscript{7+} compound (KMnO\textsubscript{4}) has a \( \sim 523.5 \) eV RIXS feature similar to that of LR-NMC and other cathode systems.\textsuperscript{27} While oxidized oxygen RIXS features found in LR-NMC were reported to be intrinsic,\textsuperscript{28} we focus on the beam sensitivity of KMnO\textsubscript{4}. The presence of a feature in KMnO\textsubscript{4} opens up the possibility that similar RIXS observations in the literature could be actually Mn\textsuperscript{4+/7+} redox with a favorable Mn decomposition process from 7+ to 4+ followed by the formation of trapped molecular oxygen. Because high-valent Mn systems (>4+) are photo-sensitive, particularly to synchrotron soft X-rays,\textsuperscript{31} we investigated KMnO\textsubscript{4} sXAS as a function of beam exposure. In Figure 2a, surface-sensitive Mn L3-edge total electron yield (TEY) measurements verify the photosensitivity of KMnO\textsubscript{4} and show significant Mn photoreduction upon X-ray exposure. After several minutes of exposure, the Mn L3 line shape resembles that of a Mn\textsuperscript{4+} system, which can make TEY L-edge measurements unreliable when quantifying Mn\textsuperscript{7+}. Meanwhile, bulk sensitive inverse partial fluorescence yield (iPFY) measurements circumvent self-absorption affects in Mn L-edge spectra but require longer exposure times than TEY measurements.

In Figure 2b, the total fluorescence yield (TFY) O K-edge measurements of KMnO\textsubscript{4} reveal further evidence of Mn reduction. Pristine KMnO\textsubscript{4} has two initial characteristic pre-edge peaks (\( \epsilon_1 \) at \( \sim 529 \) eV and \( \epsilon_2 \) at \( \sim 530.5 \) eV). During the measurements, the KMnO\textsubscript{4} experiences Mn photoreduction leading to an overall broadening of the O K-edge spectra and the emergence of an oxidized oxygen feature at \( \sim 531 \) eV. While the initial KMnO\textsubscript{4} O K-edge line shape becomes less defined, the low-energy \( \epsilon_1 \) peak still constitutes a large portion of the distorted line shape. This suggests that KMnO\textsubscript{4} photoreduction is a continuous process and that significant KMnO\textsubscript{4} species and/or a high-valent Mn intermediary remain present even after significant exposure time. Initially the corresponding O K-edge RIXS results display no signatures of RIXS loss feature(s), but even within short data acquisition a beam-induced feature appears. To demonstrate that the oxidized oxygen feature at \( \sim 531 \) eV is not intrinsic to KMnO\textsubscript{4}, we also performed successive O K-edge RIXS measurements. PCA was employed to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of successive RIXS scans without resorting to increasing measurement time, resulting in Figure 2c. By measuring KMnO\textsubscript{4} continuously at the excitation energy of \( \sim 531 \) eV, we photoinduce an oxidized oxygen RIXS feature at emission energy of \( \sim 523.5 \) eV. A subsequent difference spectrum of initial and postexposed KMnO\textsubscript{4} reveals the induced feature has a \( \sim 523.5 \) eV emission peak similar to LR-NMC. The lack of a second feature at \( \sim 526.5 \) eV suggests the oxidized oxygen feature found in KMnO\textsubscript{4} resembles molecular oxygen.\textsuperscript{36,41} Because of the presence of residual high-valent Mn after X-ray exposure and the high affinity of MnO\textsubscript{4} groups to react with peroxides, we assign the feature at \( \sim 531 \) eV to be associated with the formation of trapped O\textsubscript{2} molecules rather than a peroxide-like or O\textsuperscript{2-} environment. We attribute our understanding of KMnO\textsubscript{4} photoreduction in a vacuum setting to that of traditional thermal decomposition of KMnO\textsubscript{4}.\textsuperscript{43}

\[
10\text{KMnO}_4 \rightarrow 3\text{K}_2\text{MnO}_4 + \text{K}_4\text{Mn}_3\text{O}_{16} + 6\text{O}_2
\]  

\[
10\text{K}_2\text{MnO}_4 \rightarrow 6\text{K}_2\text{MnO}_4 + \frac{1}{2}\text{K}_4\text{Mn}_3\text{O}_{16} + 4\text{O}_2
\]
Synchrotron X-ray spectroscopy techniques can deliver high irradiation rates onto materials and can be a concern when performing measurements on highly oxidized systems. Soft XAS/RIXS techniques, in particular RIXS, employ high flux rates coupled with small spot size resulting in high energy transfer rates, which make measurements of high-valent Mn systems challenging. This work takes into account the varying energy transfer rates (i.e., the energy deposited in a volume resulting from the beam spot size and the attenuation length energy deposited as a function of time of time) induced by common X-ray spectroscopy techniques. Table S1 shows that the calculated energy transfer rates for O K-edge measurements done at the ALS is several orders of magnitude higher than those from hard XAS and XRD measurements done at National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS-II), which is typically mostly due to the shallow penetration depth of soft X-rays.

We therefore circumvented the aforementioned beam-damage effects by employing higher-energy X-ray techniques with lower-energy transfer rates (Table S1). In addition, the hard X-ray XANES and XRD techniques we employ are bulk sensitive techniques and can be performed operando, whereas operando soft XAS measurements suffer from UHV requirements and are still in their infancy. For these reasons, we turn toward hard XAS and XRD to quantify Mn\(^{7+}\) in LR-NMC. Previous operando studies of Li\(_2\)MnO\(_3\) reported no evidence of an exotic Mn\(^{4+/7+}\) redox mechanism,\(^{21}\) but such a mechanism may potentially be stabilized when composited with classical layered oxides. To investigate, we performed operando Mn K-edge measurements of LR-NMC to probe the Mn redox activity (Figure S1). While Mn K-edge measurements give orders of magnitude lower energy transfer rates than Mn L-edge XAS and O K-edge RIXS (Table S1), we took additional precautions by cycling LR-NMC off-line and exposing to X-rays only when collecting data at predetermined charge points. In addition, we also measured KMnO\(_4\) and precycled NMC 442 and NMC 811 electrodes, where no Mn\(^{4+/7+}\) redox is expected, to serve as reference Mn spectra.

As shown in Figure 3a, Mn K-edge XANES data of KMnO\(_4\) were obtained with no evidence of photoreduction while also being consistent with reports by others.\(^{44−46}\) XANES spectra from pristine electrodes of LR-NMC, NMC 442, and NMC 811 show an almost identical Mn\(^{4+}\) environment, with the vertical line indicating the 1s → 4p transition. The enlarged pre-edge inset associated with weak 1s → 3d transitions shows only subtle differences in the Mn−O hybridization, likely because of differences in composition and Ni valence. Unlike the cathode materials, KMnO\(_4\) has a characteristically large pre-edge peak due to its tetrahedral Mn\(^{7+}\) environment. Other high-valent Mn materials, such as Mn\(^{5+}\) or Mn\(^{6+}\), also prefer tetrahedral coordination. FEFF9 Mn K-edge XANES simulations of KMnO\(_4\) reproduce features found in experimentally obtained measurements (Figure S2). Using similar FEFF9 parameters, a hypothetical delithiated Li\(_{1/2}\)MnO\(_3\) structure proposed by Radin et al.,\(^{20}\) Li\(_{1/2}\)MnO\(_{3\gamma}\), was also simulated and predicts a large pre-edge peak with intensity and energy similar to that of KMnO\(_4\).

When charging to similar cutoff potential (4.75/4.80 V), all cathode materials exhibit large structural changes in the main edge, including a shift of the 4p peak to higher energy (Figure 3b). A less obvious, but more important, change in the Mn K-edge is the growth of pre-edge P1(\(t_{2g}\)) and P2(\(e_{g}\)) intensities for each system (Figure S3a). Our assignments of P1 and P2...

**Figure 3.** Mn K-edge spectra of (a) pristine and (b) charged states of LR-NMC, NMC 442, and NMC 811. The spectrum of KMnO\(_4\) is also plotted, which exhibits a large pre-edge feature. (c) Pre-edge P1(\(t_{2g}\)) and P2(\(e_{g}\)) peak intensity ratios are plotted. Horizontal lines indicated predicted peak ratio for 1% and 2.5% Mn\(^{7+}\). Information on peak ratio predictions can be found in the Supporting Information.
pre-edge peaks are 6541.15 and 6543.1 eV, respectively. The tetrahedral coordination of an emerging high-valent Mn (>4+) species would result in not only significant pre-edge growth but also a shift toward higher energy. To pinpoint changes in the pre-edge, the ratios of P1 and P2 peaks were taken and compared between pristine and charged states (Figure 3c). For classical layered oxides, the P2/P1 ratio shows very little deviation. For LR-NMC, there is negligible change in the overall P2/P1 ratio compared to what would be required for even 1% of Mn$^{7+}$ described by our theoretical model (Figure S3b). In addition, we note the similarity of main edge changes for LR-NMC to that of NMC 442/811, and the lack of significant pre-edge growth, as evidence of a limited high-valent Mn environments. This is consistent with all previous operando/ex situ XAS work done on Li-rich systems.

Operando XRD measurements of NMC 442 and LR-NMC were performed to help quantify tetrahedral TM occupancy to complement our Mn K-edge XANES. First cycle NMC 442 (Figure 4a) and LR-NMC (Figure 4b) display stark differences between lattice changes and electrochemical profiles. In the initial charge of NMC 442, transition metal oxidation results in the shrinkage of transition metal—oxygen layer (a-lattice) until reaching the high voltages. The lack of a-lattice changes, indicated by the two vertical lines, describe the end of Ni/Co oxidation in this system, consistent with our XANES studies. These a-lattice changes are accompanied by c-lattice growth and collapse. Our lattice parameter refinements are consistent with observations reported in the literature. Both a- and c-lattice parameters show high degree of reversibility on discharge for NMC 442. For LR-NMC (Figure 4b), the a- and c-lattice trends are similar to a classical layered system until reaching the high-voltage plateau. During the high-voltage region, marked by three vertical lines, there are scarcely any further changes to a- and c-lattice parameters. We note that the corresponding Ni and Co K-edge XANES (Figures S4 and S5) also exhibit no evidence of further transition metal oxidation in this high-voltage regime. We note similar metal K-edge XANES spectral evolution in the high-voltage regimes of
NMC 442 that coincides with the onset of signatures of oxidized oxygen in RIXS in other classical layered oxides, including NMC 333, regardless of TM intermixing.

In addition to lattice parameters, concordant occupancy refinements were done for both octahedral and tetrahedral sites in the Li layer. Additional information regarding the fits is provided in the Supporting Information (Tables S2 and Figures S6–S15). NMC 442 prior to electrochemical cycling has some partially occupied octahedral sites by transition metals in the Li layer. We attribute this octahedral occupancy to TM/Li intermixing related to synthesis. More interestingly, during charging, NMC 442 displays a small decrease in cation intermixing and an increase in tetrahedral occupancy. For NMC 442, the highest occupancy of tetrahedral sites occurs at 0.5 delithiation, which then decreases when delithiating further. On the subsequent discharge, nearly symmetric changes are observed for tetrahedral and octahedral site occupancy in the Li layer. While tetrahedral coordination is also a requirement for a high-valent Mn(3+/4+) environment, no Mn4+/7+ redox behavior in NMC 442 is expected. This leads us to interpret the transition metal migration within the Li layer in NMC 442 as being unrelated to a redox process. For NMC 442, our data suggest that (1) this process has a high degree of reversibility and (2) tetrahedral migration and cation mixing is intrinsically linked based on the interplay of occupancy percentages. While XRD is less sensitive to oxygen occupancy, our refinements show very little change with the only change occurring at higher potentials where NMCs are increasingly thermodynamically prone to release oxygen.

Returning to LR-NMC, there is also marginal transition metal occupancy in the Li layer of the initial starting materials, and it remains so during the classical transition metal redox region. During the high-voltage plateau region there is an increase in tetrahedral migration until the end of charge. Upon discharge, the tetrahedral occupancy decreases, suggesting this migratory process to be highly reversible. Reversible tetrahedral migration may suggest Mn4+/7+ redox, but the small refined quantities are underwhelming for Mn4+/7+ redox to be the dominant charge compensation mechanism. At approximately halfway across the high-voltage plateau there begins a significant increase in cation mixing while at the same time there is a significant decrease in oxygen occupancy. The increase in tetrahedral occupancy followed by increased cation mixing in tandem with oxygen fraction loss in the first charge suggests we are observing transition metal migration via the most thermodynamically favorable migration path of TMtetra → TMO → TMtetra. Even though the oxygen occupancy is partially recovered on discharge, there exists insignificant changes to cation mixing during discharge and on subsequent cycling (Figure S15). In addition, our refinements show the behavior of oxygen fraction is more intrinsically coupled to tetrahedral occupancy rather than octahedral occupancy after the first charge. This coupled tetrahedral and oxygen occupancy is also apparent upon subsequent cycles (Figure S15). In contrast to LR-NMC, NMC 442 shows a local minimum in tetrahedral occupancy at high charge states. Given that classical layered systems can also display oxidized oxygen RIXS signatures in the absence of transition metal migration, we conclude that transition metal migration is not necessarily required to stabilize oxidized oxygen but may have an influence over oxygen redox behavior.

To comment on the refined oxygen (site) occupancy, we note that the sudden decrease in oxygen occupancy reported here does not trend with the gradual evolution of oxidized oxygen fraction first reported by Gent et al. during the first charge of LR-NMC. This may be due to the sluggish kinetics of oxygen redox influencing operando measurements versus those of rested ex situ samples. Although XRD measurements cannot accurately describe the local environment of the oxygen atoms that have been displaced, local probes sensitive to short-range order such as neutron pair distribution function suggest the presence of a distorted oxygen sublattice. In addition, the maximum oxygen occupancy loss (~20%) in this material far exceeds early estimates of oxygen loss from the lattice through DEMS studies of similar materials (~0.17e− per formula unit) and therefore cannot fully account for the drop in oxygen fraction. Instead, we argue that the migration of transition metals into the Li layer causes a local displacement of oxygen atoms contributing to the observed loss of oxygen occupancy. This results in an inverse correlation between oxygen occupancy and TM occupancy in the Li layer. In terms of refinement, the decrease in oxygen occupancy can also be conveyed as an increase in the O site atomic displacement parameter (Figure S16). The incomplete recovery of oxygen occupancy on discharge can be rationalized by considering partial oxygen loss from the lattice and irreversible transition metal migration which occurred during charge.

After eliminating high-valent Mn as the source of tetrahedral migration observed in the LR-NMC XRD measurements, we now consider the possibility of Ni, Co, and/or lower-valence Mn migration that can correlate with the lower oxygen occupancy. In layered systems, Mn3+ has the propensity to charge disproportionately into Mn4+ and Mn5+ containing spinel-like systems, where Mn4+ favors octahedral occupancy and Mn5+ favors tetrahedral occupancy on the surface. At the same time, Mn migration from octahedral to tetrahedral sites is a key step in phase transformations of charged Li2MnO4 and LiMn2O4 into spinel-like structures. Alternatively, Ni3+/4+ and Co3+ are not thermodynamically favorable in tetrahedral sites, but Co2+ has been observed in tetrahedral sites by way of layer-to-spinel decomposition, and Ni2+ has been experimentally and thermodynamically shown to exist in tetrahedral sites. On the basis of a purely thermodynamic/crystal field theory argument, Co4+ can be either in the tetrahedral or octahedral site. In LR-NMC, our XRD refinements cannot accurately describe oxidation states, and for this reason we couple XRD with element-sensitive techniques describing the valence of migrating cations. Figure 4c shows bulk Mn L-edge (iPFY) absorption spectra of charged LR-NMC, where there is only some of Mn4+ reducing to Mn2+/3+. Although we report limited bulk Mn reduction, reduced Mn species have been reported on the surface of highly charged LR-NMC, NMC 442, and Li2MnO3 materials, likely brought on by oxygen loss and/or side reactions with electrolyte. This leads us to believe that any possible tetrahedral Mn2+, the result of charge disproportionation of Mn3+, is likely to exist only at the surface. On the other hand, Ni L-edge spectra of LR-NMC show a more pronounced reduced Ni2+ environment when highly charged (Figure 4d). While reduced surface Ni has also been reported for LR-NMC and NMC 442, our more bulk sensitive Ni L-edge TFY measurements suggested this to be a more spatially extended Ni2+ environment than that observed for classical layered oxides (e.g., NCA) and constitutes ~20% of the overall bulk-sensitive Ni L-edge line shape. Given that reduced Ni at high potentials is also consistent with the correlated tetrahedral
occupancy and oxygen fraction, we consider low-valence Ni to be a partial contributor for tetrahedral occupancy. No signs of Co$^{2+}$ was observed in charged states of LR-NMC (Figure S17). While thermodynamically having no preference for tetrahedral sites, a low concentration of Ni$^{2+}$, Co$^{3+}$/Co$^{4+}$, and/or Mn$^{4+}$/Mn$^{3+}$ can become kinetically trapped because of the unavailability of an energetically favorable octahedral sites. The availability of these sites can largely depend on Li content and degree of cation mixing. Kinetically trapped tetrahedral occupancy is also consistent with recent transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies where there is densification and transition metal reduction near the surface and/or extended surface of particles.17,58

Recent work by Bruce et al. reported the formation of detached molecular oxygen trapped in a Li-rich compound without Mn oxidation as an intermediary step.59 The formation of molecular oxygen is in good agreement with the loss of oxygen occupancy in LR-NMC. However, using the same refinement parameters used in LR-NMC, XRD measurements of classical layered oxides, such as NMC 442, show little change in the oxygen fraction. Classical layered oxides, in general, show little to no oxygen vacancies60,61 while at the same time showing similar oxidized oxygen environments.19,33–36 In addition, the RIXS spectra for electrochemically oxidized oxygen in LR-NMC is distinctly different from what is expected for molecular oxygen trapped in a cage (e.g., irradiated KMnO$_4$). This suggests any molecular oxygen environment in LR-NMC must have a more complex framework within the cathode lattice than simply gas-phase molecular oxygen. These stark structural differences between Li-rich and classical layered samples in addition to the contrasting features in RIXS spectra is enough to warrant further study on the oxidized oxygen environment.

To conclude, this work quantifies the Mn$^{4+/7+}$ redox mechanism in LR-NMC and determines it to be insufficient to account for the excess of formal transition metal redox capacity observed. Oxygen K-edge RIXS measurements reveal KMnO$_4$ shares similar (but not all) RIXS signatures to that of LR-NMC, which questions the assignments of gas-phase molecular oxygen in LR-NMC. Moreover, X-ray exposure tests of KMnO$_4$ conclude the molecular oxygen feature to be beam-induced, which is not the case for LR-NMC. Operando XANES measurements show negligible evidence of Mn$^{4+/7+}$ redox occurring in LR-NMC during cycling, while our operando XRD measurements provide upper limits to the extent of tetrahedral/octahedral migration into the Li layer in both NMC 442 and LR-NMC. Transition metals stabilized in tetrahedral sites stabilized within the Li layer appear to be more consistent with lower-valence environments rather than a high-valent Mn species. Transition metal migration still remains an important issue for LR-NMC systems but is not necessarily promoting trapped gas-phase molecular oxygen formation induced by the degradation of Mn$^{4+/7+}$ redox. Taken together this suggests transition metal migration is not necessarily promoting oxygen redox, but suitable structural motifs may influence the stability of an oxidized oxygen environment.
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